Continent Grid P2
Head Teacher’s Task – Choose a
country from your continent and
draw or make the traditional dress
/ costume.

Research the countries that are in
your continent. How many can your
find? Which is your favourite? Why?

Research the animals that live in the
countries of your continent. Are
there any specific to these areas in
the world? Can you make a picture?

Create an advertisement for tourism
in one of your countries. It could be
a video, poster or brochure. Be
persuasive!

Can you research some traditional
food that is eaten in your continent?
Have a go at making it if you can.

Research the flags of some of the
countries that are in your continent.
Can you create a picture of some of
them? (this doesn’t have to be a
drawing) Which is your favourite?
Why?
Create a picture or model of a
natural landmark.

Are there any special or unique
transport methods? This can be
something you find that interests you.

Are there any pollution or climate
issues in your continent? How is it
affecting them?

What important scientific
discoveries have been made in your
continent? Who made them? How
have they impacted the world?

Can you find your continent on a
map? Check it out on Google Earth.

Create a picture or model of a
famous building or piece of
architecture.

What languages are spoken on your
continent? Can you learn how to
greet another person? Remember, it
may also include a physical action.

What sports or games are played on
your continent? Which are the most
popular? Choose 1 and write a list of
the main rules to help us learn to play
it.
Can you make up your own question
to find out about your continent?

Recreate a chosen country from your
continent and see if you can mark
some of the major cities and any
landmarks that particularly interested
you. Include at least the capital city
of your chosen country. You can
draw and/or make your country.

What sort of currencies (types of
money) exist in our continent? Try
and find at least one that is different
to the money we use here in Scotland
and the UK. Write a list of the names
of any different European currencies
you can find. Can you find some
pictures of what one of these
currencies look like compared to our
money?

Research and retell a Traditional
Story from one of the countries in
your continent. This could be a myth
or a legend. You could even record
yourself telling the story.

Research the traditional religions
and beliefs of the people in some of
these countries.

Try and find some traditional musical
instruments from another country in
our continent. Compare and contrast
these to ones from our country, e.g.
bagpipes (YouTube link), fiddle,
accordion.

